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Figure 1: Our method synthesizes visual and tactile outputs from an input sketch and renders the object on a haptic device (e.g., TanvasTouch
screen [15]). Our system allows users to see the visual pattern and feel the material texture at their fingertips simultaneously. Please see our
data capture and user interaction demos on our project page.

Abstract

Deep generative models have various content creation ap-
plications such as graphic design, e-commerce, and virtual
try-on. However, current works mainly focus on synthesizing
realistic visual outputs, often ignoring other sensory modal-
ities, such as touch, which limits physical interaction with
users. In this work, we leverage deep generative models to
create a multi-sensory experience where users can touch
and see the synthesized object when sliding their fingers on
a haptic surface. The main challenges lie in the significant
scale discrepancy between vision and touch sensing and
the lack of explicit mapping from touch sensing data to a
haptic rendering device. To bridge this gap, we collect high-
resolution tactile data with a GelSight sensor and create a
new visuotactile clothing dataset. We then develop a con-
ditional generative model that synthesizes both visual and
tactile outputs from a single sketch. We evaluate our method
regarding image quality and tactile rendering accuracy. Fi-
nally, we introduce a pipeline to render high-quality visual
and tactile outputs on an electroadhesion-based haptic de-
vice for an immersive experience, allowing for challenging
materials and editable sketch inputs.

1. Introduction

The past few years have witnessed significant progress in
content creation powered by deep generative models [30, 59]
and neural rendering techniques [45, 71]. Recent works
can synthesize realistic images with various user controls,
such as user sketches [28], text prompts [55], and seman-
tic maps [51]. However, most works focus on synthesizing
visual outputs, ignoring other sensory outputs such as touch.

In real life, humans use vision and touch to explore ob-
jects. When shopping for clothing, we look at them to per-
ceive their shape and appearance and touch them to antic-
ipate the experience of wearing them. A single touch can
reveal the material’s roughness, hardness, and local geome-
try. Multimodal perceptual inputs enable humans to obtain
a more comprehensive understanding of the target objects,
enhancing user experiences, such as online shopping and
quick prototyping. Moreover, it opens up new possibilities
for content creation, such as touchable VR and movies.

In this work, we aim to expand the capability of content
creation. We introduce a new problem setting, controllable
visual-tactile synthesis, for synthesizing high-resolution im-
ages and haptic feedback outputs from user inputs of a sketch
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or text. Our goal is to provide a more immersive experience
for humans when exploring objects in a virtual environment.

Visual-tactile synthesis is challenging for two reasons.
First, existing generative models struggle to model visual
and tactile outputs jointly due to the dramatic differences
in perception scale: vision provides a global sense of our
surroundings, while touch offers only a narrow scale of local
details. Second, there do not exist data-driven end-to-end sys-
tems that can effectively render the captured tactile data on
a haptic display, as existing haptic rendering systems heavily
rely on manually-designed haptic patterns [5, 3, 33, 61].

To address the challenges, we introduce a haptic mate-
rial modeling system based on surface texture and topogra-
phy. We first collect the high-resolution surface geometry
of target objects with a high-resolution tactile sensor Gel-
Sight [84, 75] as our training data. To generate visual-tactile
outputs that can render materials based on user inputs, we
propose a new conditional adversarial learning method that
can learn from multimodal data at different scales. Different
from previous works [28, 76], our model learns from dense
supervision from visual images and sparse supervision from
a set of sampled local tactile patches. During inference, we
generate dense visual and tactile outputs from a new sketch
design. We then render our models’ visual and tactile output
with a TanvasTouch haptic screen [15]. The TanvasTouch
device displays the visual output on a regular visual screen
and uses electroadhesion techniques [68] to render the force
feedback of different textures according to a friction map.
Humans can feel the textures as a changing friction force
distribution when sliding their fingers on the screen [7].

We collect a spatially aligned visual-tactile dataset named
TouchClothing that contains 20 pieces of clothing, in-
cluding pants and shirts, with diverse materials and shapes.
We evaluate our model regarding image quality and per-
ceptual realism with both automatic metrics and user study.
Experimental results show that our method can successfully
integrate the global structure provided by the sketch and the
local fine-grained texture determined by the cloth material,
as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, we demonstrate sketch-
and text-based editing applications enabled by our system
to generate new clothing designs for humans to see and feel.
Our code and data are available on our website 1.

2. Related Work

Vision and touch. Multimodal perception and learning
using vision and touch inputs have been shown effective
for several computer vision and robotics applications, such
as estimating material proprieties [86, 88, 85, 87], object
grasping and manipulation [38, 11, 10, 79, 72, 89, 42], ob-
ject recognition [40, 70], future frame prediction [81], and
representation learning for downstream tasks [31, 35, 81].

1https://visual-tactile-synthesis.github.io/

While most existing works focus on improving recognition
and learning systems, we aim to synthesize visual-tactile
outputs for content creation and VR applications. Several
recent works learn to predict tactile outputs given visual in-
puts [39, 9, 8, 12]. Rather than predicting one modality from
the other, we aim to simultaneously synthesize outputs in
both modalities from user sketches and text descriptions.

Haptic rendering of textures. Haptic rendering refers to
generating physical signals that simulate the feeling of touch
and delivering it to humans, typically involving modeling
software and rendering hardware. Rendering high-resolution
material textures remains a challenge, despite extensive stud-
ies on the topic [6, 16]. One branch of works [58, 17, 18] use
kinesthetic haptic devices to render single-point temporal
signals. Users feel a vibrating force signal when holding a
pen-like stylus and sliding on a plane surface. The lack of
spatial resolution during the rendering limited the feeling of
reality for haptic rendering. Prior works also propose to ren-
der textures on electroadhesion-based devices [66, 82, 48, 4],
but they are limited to rendering homogeneous textures or
coarse object shapes. In contrast, we propose to use the Tan-
vasTouch device [15] to render detailed local geometry and
material texture of garment objects. This device creates a
programmable spatially distributed friction force using elec-
troadhesion, allowing users to feel the texture by sliding their
fingers across the touch screen. Using the new device boosts
the user’s feeling of reality regarding the textures and local
geometries.

Deep generative models. Prior works [32, 22, 74, 19, 26,
69, 59] have enabled various content creation applications
such as text-to-image synthesis [63, 55, 56, 83], virtual try-
on [24, 36, 1], and style transfer [92, 62, 41]. Most existing
works focus on generating single-modal visual output like
images, videos [25], and 3D data [49]. Several unconditional
GANs synthesize outputs in two domains, such as images
and semantic labels [2, 91, 37, 73], or RGBD data [77, 47].
While the above works sample multimodal outputs from
latent vectors, they are not controllable. In contrast, our
method allows us to control multimodal synthesis according
to the user inputs.

Image-to-image translation. Various methods have
adopted conditional generative models [22] to translate
an image from one domain to another [28, 92, 27, 46,
62, 44, 14]. They are widely used in cross-modal predic-
tion tasks such as sketch-to-photo [28, 64] and label-to-
image [76, 51, 93]. In contrast, given user input, our model
learns to synthesize outputs in two modalities at different
spatial scales. Our method also differs from previous works
as we learn to synthesize dense tactile outputs from only
sparse supervision.
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Figure 2: Objects in the TouchClothing dataset. Our dataset
consists of 20 pieces of clothes with different shapes (shirts, jackets,
shorts, pants, etc.) and various fabrics (denim, corduroy, linen,
fleece, etc.). Please zoom in to see more details.

3. Data Acquisition and Hardware

To develop our multimodal synthesis method, we
construct a new spatially aligned visual-tactile dataset,
TouchClothing, which consists of captured data of
20 pieces of garments as shown in Figure 2. They cover
various fabrics commonly seen in the market, such as denim,
corduroy, linen, fleece, and woven fabric. This dataset
could be useful for online shopping and fashion design
applications. For each garment, we obtain a single 1,280
× 960 visual image capturing the entire object and ∼200
tactile patches (32 × 32 pixels) sparsely sampled from the
object surface. We track the 3D coordinates of the sensor’s
contact area and project them on 2D visual images for
spatial alignment. Finally, we extract the contour as the
input sketch for each visual image. Please find our dataset
on the website. Below we detail our collection process.

Visual-tactile data collection setup. Figure 3 shows our
setup to collect aligned visual-tactile data, where each
garment object is fixed on a planar stage with tapes. We
capture a top-down view with a Pi RGB Camera mounted
on the top aluminum bar and record hundreds of tactile
patches by manually pressing a GelSight sensor [84, 75]
at different locations of the object in a grid pattern. Our
setup enables us to capture diverse patches from each object,
including the flat sewing pattern with homogeneous texture,
local geometry changes such as pocket edges, and randomly
distributed features like flower-shaped decoration.

GelSight tactile sensor. The GelSight sensor [84, 75] is
a vision-based tactile sensor that uses photometric stereo
to measure contact geometry at a high spatial resolution of
several tens of micrometers. In this paper, we use the Gel-

Tracking

(a) Sensor setup

GelSight R1.5

(c) Visual image

(b) Tactile image
𝑔! 𝑔"Sensor output Contact mask

Figure 3: Visual-tactile data acquisition setup. (a) Our setup in-
cludes a PiCamera RGB camera, a GelSight R1.5 high-resolution
tactile sensor, and Aruco markers to track the relative pose of the
sensor. (b) We show the captured tactile data, including the raw
sensor output, the derived surface gradients in x and y directions gx
and gy , and the computed contact mask. (c) We locate the bounding
box in the visual image corresponding to the tactile data.

Sight R1.5, modified from Wang et al. [75]. It has a sensing
area of 32mm × 24mm (H × W ) and a pixel resolution
of 320×240, equivalent to 100 micrometers per pixel. The
sensor outputs an RGB image, which can be converted to the
surface gradients and used to reconstruct a 3D height map.

Visual-tactile correspondence. To calculate the relative
position of the GelSight sensor with respect to the cam-
era, we attach four Aruco markers to the GelSight and run
RANSAC [20] to track its 3D pose. This allows us to project
the 3D coordinates of the contact area onto the 2D visual
image and to determine the corresponding bounding box for
each tactile patch. Example data are shown in Figure 4.

Tactile data pre-processing and contact mask. Each tac-
tile image represents a single touch of the GelSight sensor
on the garment, where only a small portion of the sensing
area is in contact. We observed noticeable artifacts when
training the model with raw data. Instead, we mask out the
non-contact region and improve the model using only the
contact area for training. Specifically, we downsample the
tactile image from 320×240 to 104×78 (about 300 microm-
eters per pixel) to match the visual images’ resolution and
then create a contact mask for each tactile patch by threshold-
ing the height map. We heuristically determine the threshold
to be the 75th percentile of the height map values and apply
dilation to avoid false negative detections. We sample 32×32
patches based on the contact mask as the final tactile data.
We capture roughly 200 patches per clothing, covering 1/6
of the image area.

Sketch image. We follow the procedure described in
pix2pix [28] to obtain sketches from visual images. We first
extract coarse contours using the DexiNed network [53] and
then manually remove small edges to obtain thin contours.
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Figure 4: Data examples from our TouchClothing dataset.
For each object, we show the input sketch, the visual image, and two
tactile patches. For each tactile patch, we show their corresponding
sketch crop, visual crop, and the captured tactile data, including
surface gradients in the x and y directions (gx, gy) and surface
normal maps. The color-coded bounding boxes in the sketch mark
the position of each tactile patch and instantiate the significant scale
difference between the visual and tactile data, which makes our
conditional synthesis task difficult.

TanvasTouch for haptic rendering. TanvasTouch [15] is a
haptic screen that renders a distributed friction map for finger
contact. It models the air gap between the screen surface and
the human finger as a capacitor. When a human finger slides
across it, the varying voltage underneath the screen induces a
small current in the finger, which is perceived as a changing
friction force. The device takes a grayscale friction map as
input to modulate the voltage distribution across the screen.
The screen displays visual images and renders haptic signals
simultaneously, creating a coupled visual-haptic output.

4. Method
Visual-tactile synthesis is challenging due to the large

discrepancy between the receptive field of vision and touch.
While a camera captures global features of an object, such
as color and shape, a touch sensor captures local informa-
tion within a small patch, such as edges and material texture.
Existing conditional generative models are not directly appli-
cable as they assume all inputs to be relatively the same scale.

To address this challenge, we propose a new multimodal
conditional GAN that learns from global visual supervision
and sparse local tactile supervision. As shown in Figure 5,
our model synthesizes spatially aligned visual-tactile output
given a single sketch. We formulate the task in Section 4.1
and introduce our learning objective in Section 4.2. We de-
scribe the network design in Section 4.3 and discuss how
to render the visual and tactile outputs on the TanvasTouch
haptic device in Section 4.4.

4.1. Visual-Tactile Synthesis

We train one model for each object and formulate the
visual-tactile synthesis task as a conditional form of single-
image generative modeling [50, 67, 65], which has demon-

strated flexible editing ability even though the model is
trained on a single image. Specifically, given a single sketch
x of size H ×W , where H and W are the image height and
width, we aim to learn a function that maps the input sketch
x to two spatially aligned outputs, an RGB visual image yI
and a tactile output yT .

The sketch x is a contour map that outlines the object
and captures its coarse-scale edge and patterns. For example,
in Figure 4 (a), the sketch of a pair of shorts illustrates
the overall shape of the shorts, the location of pockets and
waistbands, and local decorative patterns. In practice, we
follow Isola et al. [28] to extract a sketch using DexiNed [53]
and edge thinning. Figure 4 shows examples of the sketch,
visual, and tactile images for a pair of shorts and a sweater.

The visual image yI is an RGB image captured by the
camera. The tactile output yT = (gx, gy) is a 2-channel
image representing the gradients of the surface in x and
y directions. They can be used to reconstruct the surface
normal n using the following equation

n =
(gx, gy,−1)√
g2x + g2y + 1

(1)

and then converted into a height map by Poisson integra-
tion [84]. For training, we obtain the patchwise ground-truth
surface gradients (gx, gy) from the GelSight sensor and em-
pirically find using the gradients as the conditional GAN’s
output modality works better than using a normal map or
height map.

The generated visual and tactile outputs can be used for
applications such as fashion design and haptic rendering. In
this work, we render a garment on the TanvasTouch screen,
allowing people to simultaneously see and feel it.

4.2. Learning Objective

We have two main challenges in this learning task. First,
we must learn from dense vision images and sparse tactile su-
pervision while accounting for scale differences. Second, we
have limited training data, as we need to learn a synthesis net-
work on a single high-resolution example. To address these
challenges, we introduce the following learning objective.

Visual synthesis loss. To synthesize a realistic visual im-
age yI conditional on a user sketch x, we optimize the visual
generator GI and visual discriminator DI to match the con-
ditional distribution of real sketch-image pairs. We optimize
the following minimax objective [28, 46]:

V (GI , DI , x, yI) = Ex,yI
[logDI(x, yI)]

+ Ex[log(1−DI(x,GI(x)))].
(2)

Unfortunately, the above adversarial loss introduces train-
ing instability due to our single-image training setting. To
accommodate the limited dataset size, we use a vision-aided
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Figure 5: Overview. Generators: Given a user sketch, its foreground mask, and positional encoding of the pixel coordinates, we feed them
into a two-branch generator. The two branches share the encoder and the first four layers of the decoders and then split to synthesize visual
and tactile results, respectively. Discriminators: We feed the entire visual image to our visual discriminator DI and patches to our tactile
discriminator DT . DI is conditional on the sketch, and DT is conditional on both sketch crops and visual crops.

discriminator Dclip [34] that consists of a frozen CLIP fea-
ture extractor [54] and a small trainable MLP head. The
vision-aided loss can reduce overfitting issues for small-
scale datasets and synthesize visual images that better match
human perception. Our adversarial loss includes:

LcGAN = V (GI , DI , x, yI) + V (GI , Dclip, x, yI). (3)

To further stabilize GANs training, we incorporate a
reconstruction-based loss. Here we use a combination of
pixel-wise L1 distance and CNN feature-based perceptual
loss (LPIPS) [90], as they encourage sharper images [28]
and higher perceptual similarity to the ground truth.

Lrec(GI , x, yI) = Ex,yI
[LLPIPS(yI , GI(x))]

+ λ1Ex,yI
[∥yI −GI(x)∥1],

(4)

where λ1 balances the perceptual loss and L1 loss. The final
objective function for visual output can be written as follows:

LI = LcGAN + Lrec. (5)

Tactile synthesis loss. Unfortunately, we cannot simply use
the above loss function to optimize tactile output, as we no
longer have access to the full-size tactile ground truth data.
Additionally, the vision-aided loss does not apply to tactile
data and small patches, as the vision-aided discriminator
Dclip is pretrained on large-scale natural image collections.

Instead, we learn a full-size tactile generator GT with
supervision from hundreds of tactile patches. Here we
denote corresponding (sketch, image, tactile) patches as
(xp, ypI , y

p
T ) at sampled location p. While the generator

GT synthesizes the full-size tactile output at once, our
patch-level discriminator DT learns to classify whether each
patch pair is real or fake, with the following objective:

V (GT , DT , x, yI , yT ) = Ex,yI ,yT ,p[logDT (x
p, ypI , y

p
T )]

+ Ex,p[log(1−DT (x
p, Gp

I(x), G
p
T (x)))],

(6)
where Gp

I(x) and Gp
T (x) denote cropped patches of

synthesized visual and tactile outputs. To reduce training
memory and complexity, we do not backpropagate the
gradients to GI .

Besides the standard non-saturating GAN objective, we
use the feature matching objective [76] based on the discrim-
inator’s features as the discriminator adapts to the tactile
domain better, compared to a pre-trained CLIP model. In
addition, we also add a patch-level reconstruction loss. Our
final loss for the tactile synthesis branch can be written as
follows:

LT = λGANV (GT , DT , x, yI , yT ) + λrecLrec(GT , x
p, ypT ).

(7)

Patch sampling. We sample two types of patches. We
sample patches with paired ground truth tactile data, for
which we can use both reconstruction loss and adversarial
loss. However, we only have 200 patches for training. To
further increase training patches, we also randomly sample
patches without paired ground truth. We only try to mini-
mize the second term log(1 − DT (x

p, Gp
I(x), G

p
T (x))) of

the tactile adversarial loss (Eqn. 6) as it is only dependent
on synthesized patches.
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Full objective. Our final objective function is

G∗
I , G

∗
T = arg min

GI ,GT

max
DI ,DT ,Dclip

(LI + LT ). (8)

The weights are chosen using a grid search so that the losses
have comparable scales, and the final values are λ1 = 100,
λGAN = 5, λrec = 10. The grid search is done only once
for a randomly selected object, and the same parameters are
used for all objects in the dataset.

In Section 5, we carefully evaluate the role of the ad-
versarial loss and image reconstruction loss regarding the
performance of our final model.

4.3. Training Details

Below we describe our generator and discriminator’s net-
work architectures and other training details.
Network architectures. We use a U-Net [60] as the back-
bone of our generator, which splits into two branches, GI

and GT , from an intermediate layer of the decoder. This way,
the visual and tactile outputs share the same encoding for
global structure while maintaining modality-specific details
at each pixel location. For discriminators, we use multi-scale
PatchGAN [28, 76] for both visual discriminator DI and
tactile discriminator DT , since multi-scale PatchGAN has
been shown to improve the fine details of results.
Positional encoding and object masks. Since sketches
often contain large homogeneous texture areas, we use Si-
nusoidal Positional Encoding (SPE) [80] to encode the pixel
coordinates and concatenate the positional encoding and the
sketch at the network input. We also extract the object mask
and use it to remove the background from the input and out-
put. Thus the final input to the network is a masked version
of the concatenated sketch and positional encoding features.
Please refer to our arxiv version 2 for supplementary material
and more training details.

4.4. Haptic Rendering

After synthesizing the visual and tactile output, we render
them on the TanvasTouch haptic screen using the following
rendering pipeline so that users can see and feel the object
simultaneously. Specifically, we display the visual image
directly on the screen and convert the two-channel tactile
output (gx, gy) into a grayscale friction map required by
TanvasTouch. As shown by Manuel et al. [43] and Fiesen et
al. [21], humans are sensitive to contours and high-frequency
intensity change for surface haptic interpretation. Inspired by
this, we first compute the squared magnitude of the gradient
z = g2x + g2y , z ∈ [0, 1], then apply non-linear mapping
function z′ = log10(9 × z + 1), z′ ∈ [0, 1] for contrast
enhancement, and finally resize it to the TanvasTouch screen
size as the final friction map. We empirically find this helpful
to enhance textures’ feeling with electroadhesive force.

2https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.03051

5. Experiment

Below we present our main results. Please check out our
website for data capture and user interaction videos.

Evaluation metrics. We evaluate our method on the sim-
ilarity between the synthesized output and the real data of
the TouchClothing dataset. For both visual and tactile
output, we report the LPIPS metric [90] for perceptual re-
alism as prior works [90, 29] have shown that the LPIPS
metric better matches human perception, compared to PSNR
and SSIM [78]. We also use Single Image Fréchet Inception
Distance (SIFID) [65] for texture similarity, as extensively
used in prior works [65, 52]. Since the dataset only con-
tains one visual image per object, we evaluate LPIPS on
seen sketches for visual reconstruction and SIFID on unseen
sketches for texture consistency in generalization. In addition
to automatic metrics, we perform a human preference study.

Baselines. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to study
visual-tactile synthesis conditioned on a sketch input. Thus
we consider image-to-image translation as a similar task
and compare our method with several conditional GANs,
including pix2pix [28], pix2pixHD [76] and GauGAN [51].
Pix2pix is one of the most commonly used image transla-
tion networks, pix2pixHD uses a coarse-to-fine generator
and a multi-scale discriminator to handle high-resolution
image synthesis, and GauGAN adopts spatially-adaptive de-
normalization layers. Both pix2pixHD and GauGAN are
trained using a perceptual loss, a conditional GAN loss, and
a GAN-based feature matching loss.

For baselines, we add two channels for tactile output gx
and gy , increasing the number of output channels from 3 to 5.
The visual and tactile outputs are fed into two discriminators,
both conditioned on the sketch input. Since only patch data
are available as tactile ground truth, we crop the correspond-
ing region of the sketch and visual images into patches and
train the network using sketch-visual-tactile patch triplets.
We perform the same amount of augmentation as our method.
We follow the default parameters in the original works. Dur-
ing inference, we feed in the entire sketch image to obtain
the full-scale visual and tactile outputs, as the fully convolu-
tional network generalizes to inputs of different sizes.

Quantitative comparisons. As shown in Table 1, our
method outperforms all baselines by a large margin in all
metrics. Our method reduces visual LPIPS by more than 50%
and tactile LPIPS by about 30%. Our results depict more
realistic and faithful textures, as demonstrated by 5× and
2× lower SIFID for visual and tactile output, respectively.
This shows the advantage of our method for both visual and
tactile synthesis. We notice that pix2pix works better than
pix2pixHD and GauGAN regarding most metrics. This may
be because all baselines require paired datasets, and in our
case, paired data are low-resolution (32×32), which does
not fit the application of pix2pixHD and GauGAN.
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Figure 6: Qualitative comparisons with baselines. We compare our method with the pix2pix [28], pix2pixHD [76], and GauGAN [51].
For each method, we show the visual output (top) and the rendering of their height maps (middle). We also present two zoom-in patches in
color-coded bounding boxes (bottom), paired with the visual crop, tactile surface gradients, and the normal map.

Method Visual Tactile

LPIPS↓ SIFID↓ LPIPS↓ SIFID↓
Ours 0.070 0.029 0.676 0.104
Pix2pix [28] 0.173 0.115 1.028 0.247
Pix2pixHD [76] 0.161 0.289 0.753 0.458
GauGAN [51] 0.189 0.252 1.034 0.286

Table 1: Baseline comparisons. Our method outperforms all base-
lines regarding both perceptual realism measured by LPIPS [90]
and texture consistency measured by SIFID [65].

Method Visual Tactile

LPIPS↓ SIFID↓ LPIPS↓ SIFID↓
Ours 0.070 0.029 0.676 0.104
Ours w/o LcGAN 0.113 0.115 0.687 0.107
Ours w/o Lrec 0.084 0.079 1.035 0.260

Table 2: Ablation study of loss components. We compare our full
method with two variants: Ours w/o LcGAN (w/o conditional GAN
losses) and Lrec (w/o image reconstruction loss). Our full method
outperforms these variants regarding multiple metrics.

Qualitative comparisons. Figure 6 provides an example
of qualitative comparisons with baselines. For each method,
the first row shows the full-scale visual output; the second
row shows the reconstructed 3D height map; the third row
shows some sampled patches in visual, grayscale gx, gy , and
derived surface normal formats. Our method can successfully
capture the prominent geometric features, such as pockets
and flower-pattern decorations, and the local geometry de-
tails of the material textures. In contrast, baselines can only
capture some prominent geometric features but miss local
texture details and generate color artifacts. Please refer to
our arxiv version for more visual results.

Sketch

Object

Figure 7: Sketch and material swapping. Our model can synthe-
size vision and touch images for both known and unseen sketches.
For each output, we show visual output on the left half and a normal
map of tactile output on the right half.

Generation using unseen sketch images. Our visual-
tactile synthesis model trained on a single sketch image can
be generalized to new sketch inputs, allowing users to edit
and customize their sketches for fast design and prototyping.
Since we train one model per object, we show the testing
results using sketches of unseen objects in Figure 7. Each
row corresponds to one testing sketch, and each column rep-
resents a model trained on one object. We visualize results by
showing the visual image on the left and the normal map on
the right. The visual and tactile outputs are well aligned and
maintain fine-scale material texture details for each model.
Our method can adapt to the global geometry information,
including the edges and pockets of new sketch inputs.
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Sketch

Object

a black-white sketch of a hoodie with a single-pixel width stroke

a black-white sketch of a shirt with daisy-shape patterns

a sketch of a pair of jeans

a sketch of a pair of pants with two pockets, pockets are in the shape of a cat head

Figure 8: Text-conditioned visual-tactile synthesis. We use
DALL·E2 [55], a text-to-image model, to modify the original sketch
designs via text-based image inpainting. We then synthesize both
visual (left) and tactile (right) outputs using edited sketches. The
text prompts are included below each image.

Text-based visual-tactile synthesis. We also extend our
method to synthesizing visual-tactile outputs given both
sketches and text prompts. We use DALL·E2 [55] to cre-
ate variations of an original sketch and then feed the edited
sketches to our conditional generative models. Figure 8
shows examples of text-based synthesis with text prompts.
Even when trained on a single sketch, our model can reason-
ably generalize to unseen sketches with varying strokes and
shapes while capturing the visual and tactile features of the
original material.

Ablation studies. We run ablations on each loss compo-
nent to inspect their effects on the training objective. Table 2
shows that removing either adversarial loss or reconstruc-
tion loss for visual and tactile synthesis together increases
LPIPS errors and SIFID metric. Qualitatively, we observe
overly smooth images after removing adversarial loss and
checkerboard artifacts after removing reconstruction loss.

Human perceptual study for visual images. We perform
a human perceptual study using Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMTurk). We do a paired test with the question - “Which
image do you think is more realistic?”. Each user has five
practice rounds followed by 30 test rounds to evaluate our
method against pix2pix, pix2pixHD, GauGAN, Ours w/o
LcGAN, and Ours w/o Lrec. All samples are randomly selected
and permuted, and we collect 1,500 responses. As shown in
Figure 9a, our method is preferred over all baselines, even
compared to Ours w/o LcGAN and Ours w/o Lrec, which
shows the importance of each loss term.
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(a) Bar plot for visual user study.
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(b) Bar plot for haptic user study.

Figure 9: Human perceptual study. For each paired comparison,
our method is preferred (≥ 50%) over the baseline for both visual
and haptic output.

Human perceptual study for haptic rendering. We
also conduct in-person psychophysical experiments to
evaluate the perceived fidelity of the generated haptic output,
following conventions in prior works [23, 13]. Figure 10
shows the setup and our website video shows an example
of user interaction.

In each round, the participant is presented with a real
garment on the table and two rendering outputs side by side
on the TanvasTouch screen. The two renderings have the
same ground-truth visuals but different haptic outputs. One
is generated by our method, and the other is generated by
one of the baselines (pix2pix, pix2pixHD, and GauGAN).

The participants are asked to slide their index finger of
the dominant hand on the TanvasTouch screen to explore the
full area of rendered clothes and slide on the real clothes,
freely switching back and forth with any force and velocity
as desired. We ask them “Which rendering do you feel better
matches the real object material?” and they select a preferred
one within one minute.

Before each experiment, the participants are asked to
complete a training session, which includes a brief introduc-
tion to the TanvasTouch device and a quick demo to render
homogeneous textures provided by TanvasIntro App, an offi-
cial demo designed by Tanvas Inc ®. These steps can help
familiarize the participants with how the device works and
what type of rendering feedback they would expect.

We sample one garment object from the
TouchClothing dataset for a warm-up and leave
the rest of the unseen objects for testing, following Richard-
son et al. [57]. The warm-up and testing follow the same
protocol described above, except that the warm-up session
is not timed so the participants have enough time to explore
the device. To prevent user fatigue, we randomly select 5
out of 19 unseen objects for each testing session and report
the averaged results. Each experiment lasts approximately
60 minutes.

Twenty people, 13 male and 7 female, with an average
of 24.1 years (SD: 2.1), participated in the experiments. Our
study has obtained approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) with ID STUDY2022 00000263. All partici-
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BA

Friction map

Figure 10: Experiment setup for the user study. We perform an
A/B test comparing the haptic output of our method and one of the
baselines. The lower left corner shows the rendered haptic signal
(friction map). The real garment is put on one side for reference.

pants have provided informed consent and received compen-
sation at 15 USD per hour.

Figure 9b shows the quantitative results. Participants
strongly favor our method over all other baselines (chance
is 50%). 76.7% of the participants prefer our method to
pix2pixHD; compared with pix2pix and GauGAN, our
method has a larger advantage, winning 79.6% and 84.2% of
the participants, respectively. It is harder for users to distin-
guish the ablated models, but our method still beats Ours w/o
LcGAN and Ours w/o Lrec, by 52.1% and 64.3% respectively.
The user study results are consistent with the quantitative
evaluation using various metrics shown in Table 1.

Post-experiment interviews also reveal that materials with
strong textures, such as denim and cotton pique, feel more
realistic than fluffy materials, such as fleece and velvet. Users
also consider the result realistic when there are noticeable
differences at pocket edges, perceptible uniform texture in
flat regions, and different feels in visually distinct areas
(collars, flower decorations, buttons, etc.).

It is understandable, considering that TanvasTouch excels
at rendering rigid and macroscale textures (∼5-10 mm) via
friction modulation but struggles to render the softness and
microscale dynamics (∼0.5-1 mm) of the material.

6. Discussion and Limitations
In this work, we presented a new method for automati-

cally synthesizing visual and tactile images according to user
inputs such as sketch and text. We used a high-resolution
tactile sensor GelSight to capture the high-fidelity local ge-
ometry of objects. We then proposed a new conditional GAN
model to generate visual and tactile output given a single
sketch image. Finally, we introduced a pipeline to render
visual and tactile outputs on the TanvasTouch touchscreen.

Sketch

Object

Figure 11: Failure cases. Our method struggles when the training
object and testing sketch exhibit vastly different patterns. For exam-
ple, given a hoodie with large letter patterns, our model reconstructs
the training object (1st column) but fails to fill in the color within
the flower pattern (2nd column) or to generate uniform texture
around the neckline (3rd column) or the waistband (4th column).

Our visual-tactile synthesis method can be used for dif-
ferent materials and objects, providing users with more im-
mersive experience when exploring virtual objects.

Limitations. First, as shown in Figure 11, distinctive pat-
terns, such as enclosed letters, remain challenging. Our
model fails to generalize those distinctive patterns to other
user sketches. Second, as touch is an active perception, ren-
dering performance relies on specific hardware capacity. In
this work, the surface haptic device excels at friction ren-
dering, particularly suitable for flat clothes with fine tex-
tures. Nevertheless, it is challenging to render soft objects
like sponges or 3D objects with substantial surface normal
changes, such as an apple, on the same device.

Finally, since tactile data are collected during static touch
and the rendering device mainly focuses on friction force,
we can render roughness well but have limited capacity to
render softness.

Societal impacts. Controllable visual-tactile synthesis for
haptic rendering is a new research problem that has yet to
be explored extensively. We take the first step to address
the modeling challenge and deploy our model to the latest
hardware. Ultimately, we hope our work will facilitate mul-
timodal synthesis with generative models in applications
such as online shopping, virtual reality, telepresence, and
teleoperation.
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